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NOIR ON NOIR: BARBARA HAMBLY’S NEW ORLEANS DETECTIVE NOVELS

	In her essay,  “Film Noir and Women,” Elizabeth Cowie observes that, 
A major aspect of… genre study is … the extent to which any particular work exceeds its genre, how it reworks and transforms it, rather than how it fits certain generic expectations. The theorist constructs an ideal type in order to show not only how any particular work fulfils its criteria of the ideal, but also how it deviates from it. (128-9)
The would-be noir theorist, however, starts this process with more than the usual problems of genre criticism. Indeed, before it is possible to discuss any text as noir or otherwise, one must first produce a contending construction of what noir may or may not be. 
I. CONSTRUCTING NOIR
The first problem is that noir is properly applied to film, not literature. Yet a cursory glance through noir criticism indicates that the film genre’s roots are firmly set in literary forms, most notably the second avatar of the private detective, the “hard-boiled” American version of Hammett and Chandler as opposed to the “European gentleman mastermind” (Vernet 17). Also important, however, is the proto-genre of  urban nightmare, to coin a term, exemplified in American form by George Lippard’s Quaker City, (Reid and Walker 67-9), and more importantly, the 1930s and ‘40s work of Cornell Woolrich. As David Reid and Jayne L. Walker recount, a good number of the supposedly classic films noir are based on his urban detective or mystery novels, and the film genre appears to have inherited the feverish, claustrophobic urban vision of both writers.
	At the same time, noir appears to refer to films of a certain period, the late 1930s and early ‘40s. But there is no consensus among film critics about when precisely this period began or ended, and another cursory glance offers a conflicting list of canonical candidates (Vernet 14-15; Reid and Walker 88; Cowie 121-2) . Unlike Gothic in literature, there is no single accepted founding “text.” Moreover, references to later films that can be labeled noir or neo-noir imply that the term refers less to a canon than to a method of filming, or a particular sensibility. This is especially the case when the term again expands outward to include purportedly noir literature. 
	The obvious tactic in this case is to compile what Eugenia Delamotte calls a “shopping list”(5): common aspects or recurring figures that will identify a film or text as in or out of a genre. Such lists proliferate through the Noir reader edited by Joan Copjec. Again, they fall into sub-sections, most notably, aspects of content, and aspects of approach. Aspects of content include the characters of the femme fatale and the down-on-his-luck detective, the incidents of the car chase and secret night burglary. Aspects that may bridge content and approach include the sleazy urban setting, the detective’s tough-guy dialogue, and the general atmosphere of disillusion and desperation assisted by plots that frequently “frame” the protagonist in both senses (Vernet; Cowie; Copjec; Jameson; Zizek). Aspects that clearly qualify as approach include filmic production values: “[L]ow-key lighting; the use of chiaroscuro effects …jarring and off-balance shot composition; tight framing and close-ups that produce a claustrophobic sense of containment” (Cowie 126):
	Yet as Reid and Walker reveal in their discussion of Hitchcock’s Rear Window, the remake of Woolrich’s short story “It Had To be Murder,” the shopping list can be filled, but the film may still not qualify as noir (86-88). Nor does the time-frame appear to offer a secure parameter, since candidates are offered both before and after the “high” noir period. And, as several critics point out, noir was a term coined for a handful of American films in Paris at the end of World War II (Vernet 4-6, Cowie 129-31). It was never a genre proper, or even a recognized studio form like the western. All the same, as Elizabeth Cowie again remarks, “If film noir is not a genre, it is nevertheless recognizable” (129). 
To Cowie, noir is rather “a certain inflection… which emerges in certain genres in the early 1940s” (129). This potentially fruitful line of investigation is echoed by Slavoj Zizek, who calls noir a “distortion” of genres (200), and discusses Blade Runner (1982) as a noir inflection of science fiction. But Cowie’s parameters limit the form to the early 1940s, whereas neo-noir and other such terms clearly find the term useful, or the inflection recognisable, both before and after the canonical period. It is there in the 1930s visions of Woolrich’s nightmare city. It is there, according to Zizek, in films of the 1980s like Angel Heart and Blade Runner (199). And it ought, logically, to be applicable, not only to films, but to writers who, like Lippard and Woolrich, exhibit a “noir inflection.” 
A certain problem remains, however, since the film noir proper is repeatedly identified not only 
by its filmic values but from its basis in detective fiction. The noir inflection, then, may not operate across all possible genres, and in fact, Zizek’s other examples, which include comedy like Arsenic and Old  Lace and “politicals” like All the King’s Men (199-200), have one other attribute in common: like the detective novel, they turn on the posing and solution of a mystery.
This may appear to reinstate the “shopping list,” whose methodological problems, discussed by Eugenia Delamotte (5-6), have long since been critiqued by Derrida’s general comments about the “madness” of genres (228). There can never be an ideal example of any genre, says Derrida, because all examples partake of other genres (212). Cowie’s “ideal type,” against which to compare specific works, is then another mirage. Moreover, the shopping list, faulty in itself, can too easily become a gatekeeper’s grid of exclusion rather than a means of common identification.
Some other methodological possibilities are adumbrated by Cowie, such as the parameters of time or period. These are ineffective, however, if noir is taken as a continuing, cross-generic inflection. But Marxist or cultural studies critiques will ground a text or film in its period and identify it by the central concern, vision or pre-occupation which spawns these attributes. This is a possible way of siting noir, along with its constituting literary genres. For example, both Woolrich and Lippard, as Reid and Walker point out, are responding to periods in the United States particularly prone to visions of urban nightmare. In Lippard’s time, it was the mid-19th Century urban expansion. In Woolrich’s, it was the Depression. 
In the case of Blade Runner, if we are to accept Zizek’s postulation, interesting parallels arise with science fiction. To the science fiction community, Blade Runner was instantly identifiable as noir SF by its grimy urban opening sequences. And when it came out in 1982, the science fiction field was in turmoil with the emergence of the new sub-genre, cyberpunk, a genre whose shopping list included sleazy highly urban environments, an atmosphere of despair, a “framed” or at least hunted protagonist, and glossy, hard-edged production values, which glamourized both the squalor and its daunting technology, and the fearfully mutated creatures who inhabited it. 
Unlike film noir, cyberpunk does nowadays have a consensual founding text. The plot of William Gibson’s Neuromancer (1984) has been described as a “classic noir  caper” (Fitting, 297). The novel is notable, among other things, for its virtuoso reversal of vision along the positive curvature of a space habitat’s main street, described in the much-quoted line, “The perspective’s a bitch, if you’re not used to it” (Gibson 148). Cyberpunk’s despair has also been grounded in concerns of the early ‘80s, such as the fear of technology’s encroachment on the “human” body (Ross 152-53), and the loss of power experienced by white techonologically oriented middle-class American men, particularly from the threat of Japanese technical advances (Nixon 225). 
From this perspective, then, noir can be posited as an inflection, one might say, a sensibility, that emerges at certain times of felt social crisis, and in especial, of suppressed revolt against a newly repressive turn of “the system.” We can even tie that system back to the orthodox monster, industrial or postindustrial capitalism, and invoke the usual machinery of commodification, alienation of the individual, and loss of community values in a meta-system whose metaphor becomes, predictably, a claustrophobic urban environment. So Janet Bergstrom ties Fritz Lang’s Blue Gardenia to an outsider’s view of  1950s America as a “confining, inherently repressive and capricious system” (113). The same sensibility emerges in the early 1980s, with both cyberpunk and the “fashionable despair” (Fitting 307) of postmodernism.
In many films noir as in some cyberpunk novels, this well-used mood of vocal disillusion and capitalist-damaged sensibility brings a consolatory closure, where against all odds the individual triumphs. In Robert Siodmak’s film (1944) of Woolrich’s 1942 book, Phantom Lady, the protagonist is cleared, the system is beaten (Reid and Walker, 80-83). In Blade Runner Deckard escapes with Rachel, however briefly, and the same pattern emerges in Gibson’s later novels like Mona Lisa Overdrive (1988). Such a consolatory fiction is paralleled in the other founding noir genre, which emerges in the same period as Lippard’s Quaker City.
The detective story or novel is commonly accepted as beginning with Poe’s stories about Auguste Lupin, such as “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” (1841). Its connection with noir is traditionally made through Hammett and Chandler and the nearest thing to a founding noir text, either the film or the novel of The Maltese Falcon (Vernet; Jameson). Criticism on detective fiction proper is copious, but I want to focus on some comments in Joan Copjec’s essay, which draws on several reputable sources to postulate both noir and the detective novel as arising from the advance of the capitalist system in the 19th century (169-170). This is the same massive shift whose mapping occupied Foucault: altered judicial systems, the arrival of the panopticon, surveillir et punir, and “counting”: of objects, names, people. Copjec focuses on the consequent imperative to ac-count for the capitalist subject, and with it, the emphasis in the detective novel on those connected chimaeras, facts and rationality (170-72).
At the same period Dickens was actually satirizing the hegemony of “facts” in Hard Times (1854). But he contended against the tide of scientific empiricism, for the revolutionary theories of the 19th Century are based precisely upon the patient accretion of innumerable small, singly insignificant facts. Such facts uphold Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1830) the first scientific argument that seriously damaged Biblical cosmogony. And Lyell’s method supports that even more revolutionary text, Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species (1859).
The detective novel, to take Copjec’s connection a step further, both springs from and attempts to resist this historical context. It is obsessed, as Copjec indicates (170), with the ideology of fact-gathering, and hence, via the submerged term of science, with “rationality.” In fact, as others have pointed out, a rational process of deduction has little to do with the inner progress of a detective novel. It operates by fits and starts, down false trails and into dead-ends, and its clinching data are frequently neither rational nor factual, but a matter of following hunches and making connections by intuition. 
One may argue, however, as Marc Vernet nearly does (18), that detective fiction’s implicit project remains the endorsement of rationality. No matter how dead the end, no matter how false the trail, the detective does succeed. The puzzle does make sense. The process of fact-gathering is vindicated, and with it, the fundamental honesty of the system that the novel or film sets out to resist. The villain is unmasked and carted off to retribution. Justice really is just. Consequently, as Vernet puts it, “the detective film cannot be considered … a critique of the system; on the contrary it functions as a necessary denial of capitalism’s tendency towards concentration…. constantly reaffirming the virtues of the petty bourgeoisie and of free enterprise” (18). Or as Michel de Certeau observed of another subject, the detective novel “stay[s] within a discourse that maintains its privileged position by inverting its content” (128).
	In this ideological shuffle both the detective novel and many films noir are kin to the Gothic, the supreme genre of darkness, but also the supreme genre in the art of speaking the unspeakable. As Delamotte points out, the truly unspeakable in Mrs.Radcliffe’s  The Mysteries of Udolpho is not the menace of Udolpho, it is that the real villain is the hero, Valancourt (157-60).  But like the detective novel and the happily ending noir film, the Gothic novel all too often ends up back in complicity with the system it has tried to unveil.
	This consideration leads to another common feature of the three forms. All are highly reliant on the visual economy, or on ways of seeing. To begin with, the production values attributed to noir on so many shopping lists can be transferred to traditional Gothic with hardly a ripple. Chiaroscuro, claustrophobia, weird shot angles and jarring, off-balance compositions, will as easily describe the production techniques of Mysteries of Udolpho, The Monk, Jane Eyre, or Frankenstein. But the basis of the three forms in mystery leads to a more fundamental similarity. This factor, made clearest in the detective novel, is that all three forms turn on the importance of vision, not as visual setting, but as the hinge point of the mystery. Again, Poe supplies the archetypal version with “The Purloined Letter.” The villain, the essential clue, the single fact that will make sense of the entire puzzle, do not have to be unearthed: they are there all along, in plain sight, but unseen. This pivotal sense of seeing/not seeing underlies not only the noir film’s visual techniques but the mystery at its core. 
At this point we may recur to the question of generic criticism, and rather than attempting to construct Cowie’s ideal type, offer a hypothetical and tentative identification of noir through another generic methodology. Claudio Guillén’s schema for a genre offers two rings, an inner and outer group of texts, each more or less like the “ideal.” It also requires a myth, and above all it is an invitation to “write” in line with “certain principles of composition” (qtd De la Motte, 5-6.)
	If we set this schema against the critical constructions of noir, we can propose, for the inner circle, the canonical films of the ‘30s and ‘40s, and perhaps, if we want to offer antecedents, the clearly ancestral texts of Woolrich and Lippard, and through Lippard, with his “castle” of Philadelphian monks (Reid and Walker, 67), the entire preceding range of the Gothic, back to Radcliffe and Lewis and Walpole. The second ring, however, will cover all the succeeding manifestations of the inflection or sensibility of noir. 
	As the “myth” of noir we can propose a story told for those moments of perceived crisis in the industrial West, specifically in the US, that threw up Lippard and Poe in the 1830s, film noir and Woolrich in the 1940s and ‘50s, and cyberpunk and Blade Runner in the early 1980s. To match them we can bring out the usual theoretical myths of alienated individuals versus megacorporations, disillusion, urbanization, Hard Times on the Street. We can also, however, recall Andrew Ross’s perceptive point about cyberpunk:  this is an urban setting, but it is not an urban outlook. It is rather a romanticized suburban nightmare of the inner city jungle (146). That is, we have here a myth of that equally mythical hegemonic presence, the white middle class. The audience of film noir do not live on the mean streets, but like to look at supposedly sordid versions of what they mythicize as the seamy side of life.
	Finally, we can propose a link between the three genres that goes past the bottom of the shopping list, and beyond but not outside their contextualization as genres of the regulated, 19th and 20th century world. All three genres are founded in and on the visual economy privileged by their world. They turn on the question of seeing and not-seeing. And with this in mind, we can finally approach the project proposed by Cowie, to take a particular work or works and examine not merely how they fit generic expectations but how they rework and transform those expectations. In this case, the texts are Barbara Hambly’s New Orleans detective novels, A Free Man of Color (1997) and Fever Season (1998).
II. READING NOIR
	If one did apply the noir shopping list, Hambly’s novels  would fit it very well indeed. To begin with, there is the urban setting of  New Orleans, a city glamourized and mythicized almost as much as New York, but with a tinge, in the US milieu, of both the exotic and the red-neck. New Orleans is southern. Glamorous southern, with a French heritage. Dangerous Southern, with an overt race conflict. Next, there is a noir protagonist. This figure appears most usually to be male (Cowie 137-38), often a detective by default, frequently operating from a position of deep and precarious social inferiority, and thus threatened even before the plot begins. Hambly’s example is a “free man of color,” that is, neither black and indubitably slave, nor white and unquestionably free. Again, the first novel opens with a stunning portrait of a femme fatale, a lovely octoroon girl whose mother is haggling to set her up as a Creole planter’s mistress, while the girl taunts, torments and flaunts herself before every white man, and does her best to put down women of her own sphere. In accepted noir fashion, she also gets her deserts, becoming the book’s murder victim.
	Along with these stock types comes the apparatus of the detective novel and noir film, the car chase – conducted in horse-drawn carriages – the midnight burglary, the mysterious attacks on the protagonist, the clues and props like hidden tins of poison or enigmatic notes. In each book, the protagonist is “framed” or threatened with framing, and with the second, there is a doughty female to help him, and a hint, at the end, of true love on the horizon ahead. 
	There are also the noir production values. In the genres of fantasy and SF Hambly is the supreme artist in “son et lumiére”:  memorable images of light and darkness advance all her novels, from descriptions of a dragon as “a vast shape of joint​ed ebony and black silk” (Dragonsbane 202), or “a black bat of steel lace”(288), to the loving delineations of a Spanish vampire in Immortal Blood: “colorless hair [that] hung like spider silk,” and eyes of  “a pale, yellowish amber, flecked here and  there with pleats of faded brown or gray” (9). And there is the light which saturates the Windrose trilogy, caught on the wizard Antryg’s  earrings and spectacles, filling the “Hogarth print in sepia and gold” of  evening inn‑guests, (The Silent Tower, 180), or as moonlight that outlines “every silken length of grass‑blade in sharp, contrast​ing edges of silver and ink” (224), or the “champagne brilliance” of  a California afternoon (321). 
	The New Orleans novels revive Hambly’s earlier emphasis, in the Darwath trilogy, on chiaroscuro as a technique of the dark. Repeatedly New Orleans appears as a city of twilight, steamy days and mist-veiled nights, where even familiar figures are indistinct. Chiaroscuro operates as both vivid light images and functionally concealing dark, as in the opening scene of Color with its precipitating incident of sexual molestation, presented as a “tangle of satin and buckskin, the crimson of the prelate’s robe nearly black in the darkness of the passageway” (1), on through the “dark-glittering stream of the open gutter” (2), back to  the “dark maw” of the passageway,  and the transit to the “restless fairy radiance of the newfangled gaslights” (4), in the ballroom where the murder takes place. And chiaroscuro prevails up to the climactic scene of slaughter, confusion and misdirection in rainy dark at the Trepagier plantation, and the closing scene where the heroine “lowered the veil to cover her face” and, “Their dark forms moved off down the banquette,” to the sound of the canon signaling curfew for “all men of color” (410). 
In Fever Season this emphasis strengthens, as Hambly’s protagonist goes to and fro through a city prostrate under the curfew of yellow fever. Amid the violent images of sickness, squalor and death, in the city where by day, the “gutters [are] like new-polished tin in the harsh sunlight” (124) and by night “great reddish roaches and palmetto bugs [roar] around the iron lamps suspended above … intersections” (155), the fever’s presence becomes all but tangible, emerging in vignettes like the image of a black corpse-collector “standing naked to the waist on the cartload of corpses, like Bronze John himself with the candlelight reflected in his eyes” (160).
But Hambly extends and transforms these noir staples. Firstly, she can work against the glamorous stereotype of New Orleans with the orthodox noir evocation of the city’s seamy underside: the filth in the streets, the brutal, rampaging Yankee rivermen, above all the threat of racism to black or colored people, through whose eyes New Orleans is viewed. But Hambly refuses to make New Orleans the absolute urban inferno of Woolrich’s vision. In Color, the hero’s worst peril is on his excursion upriver to a suspect’s plantation, where his papers are stolen and he is chained up, either to be deported or for doubly illicit sale by the overseer. When the plantation slaves help him escape, he is hunted through the bayous, until New Orleans appears a place of refuge, a sanctuary where his papers may be confiscated, but he is known, and has recourse to some form of law.
Hambly’s choice of protagonist extends both the limits of peril for a noir hero and the vision of New Orleans race politics in, for example, James Lee Burke’s detective novels. Burke restricts his engagement with the race question to the viewpoint, however anguished and concerned, of a late 20th Century white middleclass male. But where Burke’s Robichaux may meet with orthodox violence and mayhem, Hambly’s Ben Janvier/January was born on a plantation, of a black man and mulatto woman, later bought as placée, or mistress, by a Creole planter. This man frees Ben, educates him, and allows him to develop his gift for music and to study medicine. But Ben  is too black to “pass” as a white or near white, so his profession is closed to him, and he must scrape a living as a music teacher and ballroom player. Six feet four and built to match, he must also defer to white men half his size, who may be moved to strike him, call him “boy,” deny his training, lose patients he could have saved, have him arrested, tear up his papers, and even try to sell him “up the river,” simply because he looks like a field-hand. 
In this process, seeing/not seeing clearly plays a vital part. The whites “see” Ben as what he is not, even as they refuse to see him for what he is. Ben himself plays on this weakness as he fools a group of lethally drunk Kentucky boatmen with his Black Sambo impersonation; “’Oh, Lordy, now my master gonna wear me out, gettin’ my boots all nasty!’” (Color, 235). Indeed, the only American white man who “sees through” Ben is the “American” police lieutenant, Abishag Shaw, who, though equally squalid and stereotypically tobacco-spitting ( 75-6; 91; 95), often addresses Ben, with double-edged irony, as “Maestro” (85; 195).
But as her vampire novels indicate, along with “son et lumiére” Hambly is a master at the classic form of deconstruction: undoing a fixed pair of binaries, such as black/white, living/dead, but refusing simply to invert them, and so keeping the overall system destabilized. This appears with her treatment of race in the detective novels. Unlike most noir films, whose chiaroscuro is limited to production values, Hambly’s vision of New Orleans ranges through all the delicate shades of race and the social hierarchy they support, again epitomized in the motif of seeing/not seeing. Hambly delineates with great care the ranks of mixed-race blood: “mulatto for one white, one black parent; griffe or sambo for the child of a mulatto and full black; quadroon for the child of a mulatto and a full white; octoroon for a quadroon’s child by a full white” (Author’s Note, Color, 2). And in incident after incident, those of mixed or pure black blood enforce the hierarchy as rigidly as the whites. 
Thus the octoroon women of the demi-monde look down on mulatto house-slaves, as house-slaves look down on black plantation slaves. More notably, Ben’s mother, born slave herself, refuses to “see” either Ben or his equally “black” and estranged sister, Olympe,  who has left home to marry, but also to become a disciple of Marie Laveau, the Voodoo queen. Her magic, it is hinted, helps Ben escape the plantation hunt. Instead Ben’s mother lavishes her love and money on the youngest, “whitest” daughter, Dominique, who in her turn becomes a placée. Throughout the novel this double vision is emphasized by extended descriptions of “Blue Ribbon” balls, where placées’ daughters are displayed before the planters, and by descriptions of Ben’s stifled rebellion at the sight, in contrast to the mothers’ resolute blindness to this variant of slavery (11; 23; 269; 355).
The Creoles of New Orleans operate through an equally delicate range of hypocrisies, where seeing/not seeing allows white and “quadroon” balls to be held in the same building, so white men oscillate between “white” wives and “colored” mistresses (22; 260). But worse than Creole hypocrisy is the behaviour of the Yankees; for while Creole men and women do acknowledge the differences between black slave plantation hand and free octoroon mistress, to the Yankees all people of color are slaves, the targets of prejudice and violence. The race spectrum then extends from pure white brutality and ignorance through delicate shades of white and colored seeing/not seeing, down to the equally brutal depths of outright slavery: the physical degradation of plantation work “up the river.” At the same time, Hambly extends the destabilizing effect of refusing to make either black or white absolute, for the spectre of approaching “American” dominance in New Orleans (27-29) again makes this overall oppression seem qualified, no more an absolute vision of evil than it is a black and white view of race.
While seeing/not seeing operates as a fundamental and functional part of the cultural setting, it also informs the action of the novels. At the plot level, in Fever Season, the villain conceals her torture of daughters and slaves behind the mask of a perfect Creole lady, and the novel hides the clue in plain sight when its early pages show her visiting the fever hospital. Only in hindsight does her almost visionary response to a young dying man reappear as the pleasure of a sadist rather than the compassion of a saint (Season 48-9).
	In Color, Angelique, the lovely octoroon femme fatale, is murdered in mistake for the intended victim, the unknown woman under assault in the opening scene, the planter’s abused wife, Madeleine Trepagier. As Ben points out to her, some of the women at the Blue Ribbon ball “may be as light as you” (12). But the mistake is only understood much later, and in the light of another error, when Ben’s friend Hannibal Sefton takes Madeleine for Ben’s sister Dominique (367). In approved detective fashion, this allows Ben to re-see the original murder (372-73), work out the motive, and set out, in high noir fashion, in pursuit of Madeleine and Dominique as they drive out toward the plantation, to meet an ambush of Kentucky boatmen in the rainy dark.
The climactic battle at the plantation opens a new dimension of seeing/not seeing. It is Ben, slipping out a window to flank the ambushers, who actually shoots the main villain, in the back of the head, with a Kentuckian’s long rifle. But as a man of color, Ben is forbidden firearms of any sort. When Lieutenant Shaw arrives, to be confronted with a routed enemy, a dead villain, and three white people all claiming, “’I shot him’,” in clear contradiction of the shot’s direction and origin and the mud all over Ben (398-99),  he is obliged to see/not see the facts in order to reach justice rather than legality. 
That he does so, blandly ignoring the evidence that points to his “maestro,” shows Hambly taking an option open to, if not always invoked, by the detective writer. The genre can end with a perfect closure and endorsement of the system: the murder is solved, the villain not merely unmasked but hauled off either to prison, or, previously, death itself. But at times the novelist can also play justice in person: the villain can be dispatched without recourse to the law, as Dorothy Sayers does in Nine Tailors (1934).  Or the villain, as in Christie’s The Murder at the Vicarage (1930) can dispatch his or herself.  And occasionally, as in Ellis Peters’ Monk’s-Hood (1980) or Sue Grafton’s J is for Judgement (1993), the novelist can decide to flout the system, deny legality along with closure, and either allot another punishment, or deny that the villain is a villain at all. Peters does so by setting two legal systems, Welsh and Norman, side by side. Grafton simply decides to let her “villain” go.
In Hambly’s novels this option is both complicated and extended by the intervention of race. If at the end of Color Lieutenant Shaw can see/not see the killer’s true identity, Hambly adds a further ironic twist when Shaw and Ben, talking at a sidewalk café, watch the planter whose son was the other prime suspect walk past. To protect his son he would have deported Ben or let his overseer sell him upriver. But though Ben’s solution of the crime has cleared the boy, his father does not even bother to acknowledge Ben. The final twist is that, in a rare moment of complete understanding, both Shaw and Ben can find it in them to laugh (406).
But Hambly refuses to allow these moments of positive seeing/not seeing to idealise the situation, any more than she allows it to be wholly, stereotypically bad. Shaw still cannot sit down to eat with Ben (402-03). The planter’s position, and that of his son, will remain intact. At the end of Fever Season, Ben again finds himself cleared of slander, this time with a potential new lover to share his relief. But though the villain has been unmasked and cast from her position of wealth, her house looted, her reputation shattered, she herself escapes, unscathed by either looters or the law (388-91).
Color uses seeing/not seeing to twist yet another noir and detective staple. The detective’s own romance is delayed till Season, but Color hides in plain sight the “real” identity of the Prussian sword-master Augustus Meyerling, whose redoubtable dueling skills and beaky blonde physique are visible throughout the novel. That he is Madeleine’s secret lover appears to solve one of the subsidiary mysteries. But in fact it only reveals another, for as Hannibal explains, Augustus is really a woman. As “he” himself says to Ben, when they compare ways of  “passing”: “Every day I tell the truth about what I am… I merely leave out one fact” (382). Hambly drives home the parallels to racism with Ben’s meditations: 
I wear trousers, therefore you see a man.
Your skin is black, therefore I see a slave. (Color, 372)
As readers then find they have been seeing/not seeing Augustus for most of the novel, Hambly extends the detective and noir repertoire with a same-sex romance, sending Madeleine and her lover off to marry, in a town upstream. 
This surprise allows Hambly to show her own protagonist in a bind of seeing/not seeing, for Ben is shocked enough to protest a same-sex marriage – “profanation of a sacrament” (409) – while his sister Dominique, and Hannibal, who does know the truth, are delighted. Even Ben’s mother weighs in to defend the couple, and Hannibal eventually silences Ben by promising them both to play at the homecoming reception (410). 
The closure of Color adds an extra twist on racial seeing/not seeing, when the novel discloses that Madeleine has reclaimed her black maid from a false sale – but never thinks, as Shaw notes wryly, to free her (402) – even when decamping with a lover herself. And the novel actually ends with Ben, temporarily at peace in his mother’s house, playing a plantation song. His sister does not recognize it, but in the other room, his mother’s “deep smoky voice” begins to sing. She remembers the words. Tacitly, she has acknowledged the blackness she cannot accept in him,  “But if he spoke to her, he thought, she would deny it, of course” (412). At the last, Hambly refuses any easy solution. Seeing/not seeing persists, on both sides of the racial fence, and despite the brief visions of better things.
These novels, then, take up the fundamental devices of both noir and detective genres, but expand them to deal with issues of race and sexuality seldom found in the forms. But if they appease the expectant whodunit reader by solving the murder, they firmly develop the detective novel’s alternate option, of justice rather than legality. And in much of these two resolutions, justice is not so much upheld as wryly withheld, by the endurance of a system that cannot be overthrown. Ben’s survival is not a triumph for the petty bourgeoisie. But then, despite his prevailing in one novel and finding a new love in the second, neither is it a proper ideological containment in the system the novels attempt to critique. Seldom does a film noir, let alone a Gothic or a detective novel, manage not merely to unveil but to resist so strongly the system from which they spring. 
One must ask, why does Hambly choose the setting of New Orleans in the 1830s rather than the New Orleans of today? Is there some intrinsic virtue in the past? Is the chiaroscuro of history all that allows her to envision even such a qualified form of resistance, hardly to be described as a triumph, except that the “good people” do at least survive? Is it impossible to conceive in the present world?
One answer might be generic rather than ideological. The detective novel has recently sprouted settings in every possible historic era, from Victorian and medieval England to ancient Egypt, even making a sleuth of Alexander the Great. As an accredited historian with an MA – if in medieval history – Hambly is simply using her personal skills to take advantage of the times.
Another, more politicised response is that issues of race and sexuality remain explosive, particularly in the American South. Safer, as well as easier, to deal with them at a historic remove. Easier, perhaps, to find a new way through the white writer’s quandary of how to deal with race: include black people and be accused of appropriating their voices or misrepresenting them? Omit them, and be accused of racism by default? In Hambly’s case it is a daring move to write not simply as a black person, but largely of a black person’s milieu. But to elude the controversy over authenticity or inauthenticity which such a representation would certainly trigger in Australia today, a historically remote setting is a safe move as well.
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